Variation in annual and lifetime reproductive success of lance-tailed manakins: alpha experience mitigates effects of senescence on siring success
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The causes of variation in individual reproductive success over a lifetime are not well understood. In long-lived vertebrates, reproductive output usually increases during early adulthood, but it is difficult to disentangle the roles of development and learning on this gain of reproductive success. Lekking lance-tailed manakins provide an opportunity to separate these processes, as the vast majority of male reproduction occurs after a bird obtains alpha status and maintains a display area in the lek, but the age at which males achieve alpha status varies widely. Using 11 years of longitudinal data on age, social status and genetic siring success, I assessed the factors influencing variation in siring success by individuals over their lifetimes. The data show increases in annual reproductive success with both age and alpha experience. At advanced ages, these gains were offset by senescence in fecundity. Individual ontogeny, rather than compositional change of the population, generated a nonlinear relationship of breeding tenure with lifetime success; age of assuming alpha status was unrelated to tenure as a breeder, or success in the alpha role. Importantly, these findings suggest that social experience can mitigate the negative effects of senescence in older breeders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In long-lived iteroparous organisms, few variables are as important in determining lifetime reproductive success as longevity as a breeder [1–4]. Though fundamental to an understanding of individual fitness, the mechanisms by which breeding tenure translates into reproductive success are complex and remain incompletely understood. The simplest scenario, in which individuals accumulate an average level of reproductive success in each breeding season, predicts a linear increase in success with each year as a breeder. By contrast, heterogeneity in reproduction across breeding tenure is expected to produce a nonlinear relationship between tenure and lifetime reproductive output. Such heterogeneity may result from changes in the composition of the breeding population, for example through selective disappearance [5] or selective appearance (e.g. delayed breeding) of individuals that vary in quality; or from ontogenetic change that occurs within individual lifetimes [6,7]. Understanding the life-history variables that generate heterogeneity in annual reproductive success (ARS) is critical for correctly identifying and interpreting the influence of selection on key life events and individual traits.

Reproductive rates vary with age in many species [8–11], but factors underlying reproductive changes within the lifetimes of breeders have proved difficult to identify in finer detail. Ontogenetic increases in success may result from learning or experience [12], from physiological development [13] or from increased investment in reproduction as residual reproductive value declines [14]. Individuals also may decline in success at advanced ages owing to senescence [15]. These ontogenetic processes may occur simultaneously or interact in complex ways. For example, it has been proposed that acquired experience can mitigate the negative effects of senescence on individual reproductive performance [16], but empirical support for this hypothesis is scarce in wild populations.

Attempts to assess how ontogeny in success is influenced by both age and experience have been complicated by close correlation of these variables, as individuals necessarily increase in age with each additional year of breeding experience. Lance-tailed manakins (Aves, Pipridae: Chiroxiphia lanceolata) therefore offer an excellent model for investigating the influences of age and experience on annual siring success. Males of this lekking species generally do not reproduce until attaining alpha status [17], and vary considerably in both the age at which they first become alpha and the length of time they maintain alpha status. Age-specific plumage stages in the first three years of life allow precise assessment of male ages [18]. Though lek mating systems are models for the study of sexual selection [19], and age has been suggested as a contributing factor to reproductive success in a number of lekking species [20,21], the influence of life-history heterogeneity on measures of fitness is largely unexplored for lekking species.

With the goal of assessing the factors underlying the relationship between breeding tenure and lifetime reproductive success (LRS) among breeding (alpha) male lance-tailed manakins, I first characterized the relationship...
of LRS with male tenure as a breeder using 11 years of data on individual social status and genetic siring success. I then quantified the role of ontogeny, selective disappearance and selective appearance in generating age-related patterns of reproductive success, using both specific hypothesis tests and model selection in a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) approach [22]. Finally, I examined the combined effects of age and experience (years of alpha tenure) on individuals’ ARS.

2. METHODS

(a) Study site

The study was conducted in 46 ha of secondary-growth tropical forest located at the eastern end of Isla Boca Brava, a ca 3000 ha island in Chiriquí, Panama (8°12′45″ N, 82°12′54″ W). In each year, post-fledging birds were captured in mist nets, marked with a unique combination of one numbered aluminium and three coloured leg bands (A. C. Hughes Ltd), and genetically sampled by collecting a small blood sample from the brachial vein. The data presented here comprise 11 years of monitoring effort from 2000 to 2010, with data on presence in 2011 used to identify 2010 as the end of breeding tenure for one male. Observations were generally conducted from late February or early March until late June, which corresponds to the peak of the lance-tailed manakin breeding season in this area, and shorter field seasons in three years of the study (2003, 2004, 2007) were timed to include peaks of male display activity [23].

(b) Study species and behavioural observations

Male lance-tailed manakins perform elaborate courtship displays at traditional display sites in an exploded lek mating system. Male display areas are at least 50 m apart, and are in auditory but not visual contact with neighbouring territories [23]. Females fly among male display areas to observe courtship displays, and nest outside of mates’ territories.

During 1 h periods of continuous monitoring at display areas, observers recorded the colour band combinations of all birds present and all instances of duet songs and dance displays. Duets were overlapping ‘queroic’ vocalizations by males perched adjacent, and dances involved up to 11 types of coordinated leaps or flights on a low display perch, often in synchrony with a subordinate partner [23]. All active display areas were observed for at least 10 h per year to allow accurate assessment of male social status, and a subset of 12–18 ‘core’ areas were observed three times per week (2004 to present; 2 h sessions twice weekly 2000–2003; 9063 h of observations in 11 years [24]). In each year, the study area included approximately 27 active display areas, each occupied by one alpha male and associates (see below). Males in this species are site-faithful, allowing displaying males in particular to be resighted reliably across consecutive years and age classes.

Three age-specific predefinitive plumages allow unambiguous age determination for males captured before their fourth year after hatching [18]. This study therefore allows assessment of exact age of males up to 14 years after hatching, and minimum age of ≥15 years after hatching; males captured as adult-plumaged individuals in 1999 would be in ≥15th year after hatching in 2010. Only one of 89 adult-plumaged males alive in 2010 was known to be in ≥15 th year. Following standard terminology for avian studies, ages are given as time elapsed since hatching, such that a young bird is classified sequentially as hatch year, second year and third year in its first three years of life.

(c) Social status

Male status was determined independent of copulation success, and was usually established months or years before females arrived at a display area [17]. In short, alpha males were the most consistently present males at each display area, participated in the vast majority of duet songs and performed alpha-specific components of paired courtship behaviours, including the distinctive ‘eek’ which ends cooperative dancing bouts. Only alphas performed solo displays for females. Non-alpha males included betas, which formed long-term alliances with alphas and participated in displays with females present; and non-beta adults which formed no clear alliances and displayed only with no females present [24].

Duration of alpha tenure was determined by direct observation of both the first and last breeding seasons in which a male was an alpha. The first year of alpha status therefore followed at least one breeding season in which that individual was present as a non-alpha male, and the last year was followed by a year in which that male was not seen in any observation sessions (and presumed dead).

This study specifically addresses variation in reproduction among breeding or potentially breeding birds, and so analyses are restricted to alpha males. Previous quantification of the relative opportunity for selection showed that attaining alpha status is critical in male life-histories [17]. Because alpha males are generally older than other males in the population [24] and non-alphas very rarely breed [17], including non-alpha adults in the current analyses reveals strong age effects, but confounds assessment of the influence of age on reproductive success among alpha-status individuals. Not all alpha males sire chicks in a given year, and analyses here include both successful and unsuccessful alphas.

Analyses of ARS considered all alpha males of known age for which the current year of alpha tenure was known (102 observed alpha-years for 43 individuals). Analyses of LRS considered all individuals for which both the beginning and end of alpha tenure were directly observed (52 individuals, 30 of which were also of known age). Alpha males included in this study were never observed to regress in social status (i.e. alphas never became a beta or floater after they were identified as alpha), with one exception. One male was identified as an alpha in two years, then moved to become a beta partner at a different display site in the third observation year. This male was included in ARS data for his two years of alpha status, but did not appear in the LRS dataset as he was still alive at the conclusion of this study.

Although the sampling limits of this study preclude inferences about reproductive patterns unique to males with very long alpha tenures, males excluded because of incompletely observed tenures did not differ greatly from others in the analyses. Because behavioural observations were conducted starting in the year 2000, the maximum alpha tenure that could have been observed was 10 breeding seasons. LRS analysis excluded 11 known-age alpha males that were alive and in their first through to their seventh year as alpha in 2010 (2.9 ± 1.8 years observed as alpha). Both ARS and LRS analyses excluded 23 males for which the beginning of alpha tenure was not observed (i.e. most were alphas at the start of the study). These males were alphas for 1–9 observed years (3.4 ± 2.3 years; three males with alpha tenure known to be longer than six years), and had all disappeared from the study population by the end of the current study.
(d) Reproductive success
Reproductive success was quantified as the number of chicks sired, determined by genetic testing and described in detail in the electronic supplementary material. ARS was standardized as the proportion of assigned chicks sired by an individual in that year, multiplied by 95.6 and rounded to the nearest integer value. This value represents the average number of chicks with paternity assigned per year in 2005–2009 during which sampling success was fairly constant (95.6 ± 5.6 chicks sampled in 2005–2009; range 88–103 chicks). This standardization corrects for an improvement in researcher success at finding and sampling manakin nests over the course of this study, which would otherwise overestimate relative success of individuals breeding later in the study, yet maintains the underlying distribution of reproductive success data. A particularly short field season in the year 2004 resulted in reduced sampling of chicks in that year; so applying this standardization probably overestimates success of individuals for which paternity was detected in that year. Values for siring success for the four alphas observed in 2004 therefore were further corrected by subtracting three chicks from the standardized siring success of each successful male, so that the mean siring success of alphas that sired chicks was comparable with that of other years of the study. LRS was quantified as the sum of standardized annual siring success for an individual across its full breeding tenure.

(e) Genetic techniques and paternity assignment
Paternity was assessed for 925 chicks from 570 nests and 237 unique females using microsatellite genotypes at 20 variable loci and considering all adult males (including non-alphas) as candidate sires. Genetic techniques and assignment criteria are described in detail in the electronic supplementary material. Using these criteria, 86.6 per cent of 925 genotyped chicks (801 offspring) were assigned to a known male from the study population. Paternity assignment success for 2000–2006 is reported in DuVal & Kempenaers [17]; assignment success in other years of the study was 91 (93.8%), 89 (81%), 78 (69%) and 130 (82.2%) chicks assigned to identified sires in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010, respectively (with the annual percentage of genotyped chicks assigned given in parentheses).

(f) Statistical analyses
The functional form of the relationship between male tenure as an alpha and LRS was characterized using a generalized additive model (GAM) with quasi-Poisson error, and user-defined k of 6 to correspond with the number of discrete tenure lengths observed (package mgcv 1.7–2 in the program R, v. 2.11.1 [25]). GAM is a non-parametric regression which fits a smoothed spline to the data to describe the observed relationship without assuming a specific functional form, with confidence estimates produced through Bayesian likelihood procedures [26]. The GAM model was fitted by penalized quasi-likelihood owing to overdispersion of lifetime success data [27].

Discrete predictions of the ontogeny, selective appearance and selective disappearance hypotheses were first tested using Spearman’s rank correlations, generalized linear models (GLMs), and GLMMs. The selective disappearance hypothesis critically predicts a positive correlation between early reproductive success and breeding tenure [28], whereas the selective appearance hypothesis predicts that breeding tenure or success is higher for individuals that become alphas at later ages [6]. By contrast, the individual ontogeny hypothesis predicts that age will be a key predictor of success within individuals’ lifetimes.

To consider the potential for simultaneous or interactive effects of life-history variables on reproductive success, I used GLMMs to examine the relationship between ARS and five key variables suggested by the three major hypotheses above. These were individual age, the quadratic term for age (age$^2$), year of tenure as an alpha male, initial year as alpha (a binary variable), and final year as alpha (a binary variable). The binary variables were included to test for the possibility of effects at the beginning or end of an alpha’s tenure that were not captured by a continuous measure of years as an alpha (for example, terminal investment before death). I examined interactions of year of alpha tenure, initial year as alpha, and final year as alpha with age and age$^2$ to assess whether short- and long-tenured males experienced different patterns of age-linked reproductive success. This approach was analogous to that of Van de Pol & Verhulst [22], but with binary variables specifying individual appearance and disappearance from the breeding population. Because the mean siring success of alpha males was less than five chicks per year, I used a Poisson model (log link) with Laplace approximation in LMER, package LME4 in the program R [27]. Individual identity was included as a random effect in each model to account for the non-independence of repeated measures of the same individual across its lifetime [29]. Parameter estimates for mixed models are reported as ±1 s.e. The overdispersion scale parameter was estimated as 1.4 from the Pearson’s residuals and degrees of freedom (d.f.) from the global model and so no additional correction for overdispersion was included [27]. The global model included all predictors (tenure, age, age$^2$, initial year as alpha and final year as alpha) as well as interactions of age, initial year as alpha and final year as alpha.

Model selection was conducted using corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc), including 1 d.f. for random effects in mixed models. AICc is a small-sample modification of AIC which is appropriate for investigating the effects of hypothesized parameters in mixed models [30,31]. Strong support for a particular model was inferred when the AICc was at least two units lower than the next best model. Confidence intervals for parameter estimates from the best-fit model were developed from the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of 10 000 non-parametric bootstraps, resampling cases in the repeated-measures model [32].

3. RESULTS
(a) Alpha tenure and lifetime reproductive success
On average, alpha tenures lasted 2.3 ± 1.5 breeding seasons (mean ± s.d., n = 52 alphas with completely observed tenures, range 1–6 breeding seasons as alpha). Males first assumed alpha status at the age of 7.1 ± 1.7 years after hatching (mean ± s.d.; range: 4th–10th year after hatching, mode: 8th year after hatching, n = 30 males of known age with complete alpha tenure observed).

LRS was strongly correlated with tenure as an alpha male ($r_s = 0.76$, p < 0.0001, n = 52 alphas). Curve-fitting in a GAM indicated that the relationship between siring success and years of alpha tenure was significantly nonlinear (GAM: intercept $1.33 ± 0.16$, t = 8.40, p < 0.0001; years as alpha: d.f. = 3.76, $F_{(4, 27)} = 19.77$, p < 0.0001, 71.1% of deviance explained; figure 1). Female mate fidelity across successive
years of alpha tenure may contribute to the high success rates of long-tenure males, but the number of unique females with which a male sired chicks was also strongly correlated with years as an alpha ($\alpha_{1} = 0.78, p < 0.0001$). The relationship between the number of unique mates and years as an alpha male was nonlinear and comparable with the pattern of siring success described above (GAM: intercept: 0.66 ± 1.15, $t = 4.35, p < 0.0001$; years as alpha: estimated degrees of freedom = 3.73, $F_{4.25} = 20.11, p < 0.001, 69.2\%$ of deviance explained).

(b) Selective appearance and disappearance
Counter to the predictions of the selective appearance and disappearance hypotheses, I detected no correlation of male age in the first year of alpha status with the number of chicks sired in a male’s lifetime (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.07, p = 0.72, n = 30$ alphas of exactly known age with complete tenures observed) nor with the length of the subsequent alpha tenure ($\alpha_{2} = 0.02, p = 0.93, n = 30$; figure 2). Age of becoming alpha was positively correlated with longevity ($\rho = 0.72, p < 0.0001, n = 30$), but the lack of relationship with tenure indicates that this correlation reflected the tautology that males becoming alpha when relatively old cannot also die young and was not indicative of benefits from delayed reproduction.

There was no correlation between success in the first year as alpha and later siring success ($\rho = -0.07, p = 0.66, n = 43$ alphas), nor between success in the first year as alpha and eventual alpha tenure ($\rho = 0.001, p = 0.99, n = 43$; figure 2). Finally, siring success in the first year of alpha status was unrelated to individual longevity ($\rho = 0.04, p = 0.82, n = 30$ alphas of known age).

c) Individual ontogeny
As predicted by the ontogeny hypothesis, annual siring success during alpha tenure was closely related to individual age (GLMM in LMER—intercept: $-1.97 \pm 0.42, z = 4.74, p < 0.0001$; individual age: $0.29 \pm 0.05, z = 6.39, p < 0.0001$). All alpha males had relatively low reproductive success in their first year of alpha status (GLMM in LMER—intercept: $0.97 \pm 0.13, z = 7.41, p < 0.0001$; initial year of alpha status: $-1.05 \pm 0.18, z = -5.78, p < 0.0001$; status as a binary variable with males not in their initial year as the baseline group). An effect of age on ARS within an individual’s lifespan may therefore complicate the interpretation of this result, as alphas are always youngest in their first year of alpha tenure. Importantly, ontogenetic changes continued beyond a males’ first year of alpha status: when males in their initial year as alphas were excluded from the analysis of age in relation to ARS, the effect of age remained significant (GLMM in LMER—intercept: $-0.76 \pm 0.52, z = -1.46, p = 0.14$; age: $0.19 \pm 0.05, z = 3.409, p < 0.001, n = 59$ observations on 28 individuals). A non-parametric signed rank test further confirmed that individual males increased in siring success between successive years of alpha status (Wilcoxon-signed rank test: mean change in siring success between first and second years of alpha status = 1.11 ± 3 chicks, signed rank = 67, $p = 0.05$).

An ontogenetic change in annual success measures may reflect increases attributable to age itself (for example via female preference for older males), or may be attributable to increased experience associated with age. Alphas in their initial year of alpha tenure had relatively poor reproductive success regardless of age: when only first-year alphas were considered, there was no significant correlation between age and reproductive success in that year ($\rho = 0.13, p = 0.41, n = 43$ alphas). For known-aged individuals in their final year of alpha status, ARS was correlated with alpha tenure but not individual age (figure 3: correlation of tenure with siring success in the final year of alpha status, $\rho = 0.60, p = 0.0005$; correlation of age with siring success in the final year of alpha status, $\rho = 0.30, p = 0.11; n = 30$ alphas).

d) Sources of variation in annual reproductive success
Investigating predicted relationships of each independent variable individually neglects the potential for additive or interactive effects on ARS. I therefore examined the combined effects on ARS of life-history variables representing age, age$^2$, year of alpha tenure, recruitment, survival, and interactions of age with the other variables using a series of GLMMs (see §2 for further details of the theoretical and biological basis of models under consideration).

Model selection by AICc revealed strongest support for

---

Figure 1. Tenure as an alpha male lance-tailed manakin showed a positive but nonlinear relationship with LRS. (a) The smooth function in a generalized additive model (GAM) describing the relationship of final alpha tenure (total years in the alpha role) to chicks sired in a male’s lifetime. (b) Predicted values of LRS from this model for males of varying alpha tenure derived. Solid lines indicate the main estimated values of the smoothing parameter in (a) and of predicted success in (b), and dashed lines show ± 1 s.e. of these values. Open circles in (b) represent observed LRS values for males with completely observed alpha tenure ($n = 50$), and are jittered to visualize overlapping points.
a model which included year of alpha tenure, individual age, age$^2$ and a binary variable indicating whether it was a male’s final year as alpha (table 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Approximately equivalent support was detected for a model which excluded the term for final year as alpha. This final year effect was not restricted to any particular age or tenure group (all interactions of age or tenure with final year as alpha were non-significant) and was non-significant in the final model (table 2), but was retained here.

**Figure 2.** Contrary to the predictions of the selective appearance and disappearance hypotheses, age at which male lance-tailed manakins recruited to alpha status was uncorrelated with (a) total years of alpha tenure or (b) LRS. Siring success in males’ first year of alpha status was uncorrelated with (c) total years of alpha tenure or (d) total siring success after the first year of alpha status. Points are jittered to visualize overlapping data.

**Figure 3.** Tenure but not individual age of lance-tailed manakins was correlated with siring success in the final year of alpha status. Plots show the relationships of (a) individual alpha age (years after hatching) and (b) year of alpha tenure to ARS, measured as number of chicks sired. Data are 102 observations on 43 alpha individuals for which age was known and the start of alpha tenure was directly observed. Filled circles represent males in their final year of alpha status ($n = 30$ observations), while open circles represent males that survived to the following age or tenure category ($n = 72$ observations). Data markers are jittered to visualize overlapping values, with sample sizes provided below the x-axis as the number of individuals that survived ($n_s$) and the number that disappeared ($n_d$) in each age or tenure class.
Table 1. ARS of alpha males was best explained by a model incorporating year of alpha tenure, age, a quadratic effect of age and a binary variable indicating whether a male was in his final season as alpha. (GLMMs assessed the effect on ARS of tenure as an alpha male $T$, individual age $A$, age$^2$ $A^2$, and two separate binary variables indicating whether a male was in his initial (I) or final (F) year of alpha status. All models considered individual identity as a random effect, and interactions are indicated with an asterisk. Model 6 represents the global model used for overdispersion parameter estimates (see §2). AICc is the Akaike’s Information Criterion with small sample size correction, calculated from the negative log-likelihood of the model ($-\log \text{Lik}$) and $k$, where $k$ is the number of parameters with one parameter included for random effects. AICc weights are an indicator of the relative support for the model in the set of models considered here. Parameter estimates for the best-fit model are given in Table 2. Models shown are those that were within 10% of the AICc weight of the best-supported models, plus the global model (model 6) and models showing singular effects of tenure or age (models 7 and 8). The full array of considered models is reported in the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model rank</th>
<th>model</th>
<th>$-\log \text{Lik}$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>AICc</th>
<th>$\Delta \text{AICc}$</th>
<th>$w_0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$T + A + A^2 + F$</td>
<td>-104.89</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>222.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$T + A + A^2$</td>
<td>-106.58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>223.79</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$A + T + F$</td>
<td>-105.91</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>224.71</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$A + T$</td>
<td>-107.62</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>225.87</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$T + F + I$</td>
<td>-108.19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>227.00</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$A + I + A^2 + F + A^2 + T$</td>
<td>-104.08</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>228.12</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>-113.87</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>233.98</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>-119.89</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>246.02</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Parameter estimates from the best-fit GLMM, which explained ARS as a function of individual alpha tenure, final year as an alpha, and linear and quadratic effects of individual age. (Individual identity was included as a random effect in this model, and data were 102 observations on 43 individuals. Bootstrapped 95% CIs for the fixed effects were generated by sampling 10,000 times with replacement to create datasets of 43 individuals’ reproductive histories as alpha, including all sampled years for each selected individual. The electronic supplementary material, table S2 reports parameter estimates in the model excluding the final year term.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model predictors</th>
<th>estimates ± s.e.</th>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>mean estimate from bootstrap</th>
<th>95% CI from bootstrap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>$-5.51 \pm 1.61$</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>$-7.84$</td>
<td>$-13.83$ to $-3.30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year of alpha tenure</td>
<td>$0.51 \pm 0.11$</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>$&lt;0.0001$</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.33 to 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age $^2$</td>
<td>$1.22 \pm 0.35$</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.75 to 3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age $^2$</td>
<td>$-0.07 \pm 0.02$</td>
<td>-3.48</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>$-0.10$</td>
<td>$-0.18$ to $-0.04$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final year</td>
<td>$-0.35 \pm 0.19$</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>$-0.39$</td>
<td>$-0.97$ to 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for completeness because it approached significance. Excluding the final year term from the model did not substantially affect parameter estimates for the remaining terms (electronic supplementary material, table S2). Bootstrapped 95% CIs of parameter estimates confirmed that alpha males increased in siring success with both age and tenure, but also experienced senescence in siring success at advanced ages (table 2). This best-fit model indicated that each year of successive alpha tenure increased alpha siring success by an average of 0.51 chicks, and that this continuing increase in older age classes partially offset the negative effect of senescence (age$^2$). The partial derivative of success with respect to age revealed that males increased in siring success with age until the age of 8.6 years after hatching (bootstrapped 95% CI: 7.59–10.31 years after hatching), then experienced age-related declines in reproductive success with each additional year of life (figure 4). Individual reproductive declines were not restricted to the final year of alpha status; when males in their final year as alpha were excluded, the negative relationship of age with annual siring success remained significant (GLMM using LMER with final-year alphas excluded—intercept: $-7.44 \pm 2.34$, $z = -3.17$, $p = 0.002$; year of alpha tenure: $0.42 \pm 0.14$, $z = 3.06$, $p = 0.002$; age: $1.58 \pm 0.51$, $z = 3.10$, $p = 0.002$; age$^2$: $-0.08 \pm 0.03$, $z = -2.99$, $p = 0.003$, $n = 72$ observations on 31 individuals).

4. DISCUSSION
Understanding how variation in individual reproductive success generates patterns at the population level is fundamental to an evolutionary perspective in animal behaviour. This study demonstrated a nonlinear relationship between breeding tenure and LRS, which was not explained by compositional change in the population of breeding males. Instead, this relationship reflected a combination of poor performance early in alpha tenure, ontogenetic increases attributable to both age and experience as an alpha, and a balance of the positive effects of
alpha status (table 2). Declines in average annual siring success are presented in the electronic supplementary material, which precludes detection of age effects that continue past adulthood. The relative success of older males in lekking populations is generally ascribed to age-dependent social structuring among long-lived individuals that return to the same lek in multiple years [19,20]. While age-related success in dominance interactions very probably affects the success of male lance-tailed manakins in attaining alpha status, it seems unlikely to influence the patterns of success reported here among established alphas because alpha males rarely interact with each other and are generally site-faithful throughout their alpha tenures [24].

What is the mechanism by which age and alpha experience influence siring success? Reproductive improvements observed within individuals are most pronounced after the first or second year as a breeder, as reported here for lance-tailed manakins. While poor first-year performance of breeders in many avian species generally results from inexperience in nesting or nestling provisioning [40], the poor performance of lance-tailed manakins in their initial alpha year occurs independent of nesting or chick-rearing behaviours.

Ontogenetic increases in siring success among alphas in this species are most probably achieved through mate choice interactions with females, changes in alliance dynamics among cooperative partners, or developmental changes in individual physiology. The models presented here suggest that the different effects of age and of tenure on reproductive success are additive in nature, and therefore cannot be acting through identical aspects of the events leading to fertilizations (e.g. male display performance cannot simultaneously improve with experience while declining with age). Increased success associated with male age independent of breeding experience could result from intrinsic factors such as physiological development [13] or via female preference for older males [41,42]. Senescence in siring success may result from decreased ability of older males to attract mates, perform vigorous displays or defend against social challenges from younger males. Recent evidence of age-related declines in avian sperm quality suggests that declines in siring success may reflect decreased fertilization success rather than decreased success in attracting females [43,44]. Behavioural differences between alphas of different age categories may provide further insight into the causes of observed fecundity senescence.

By contrast, increased success associated with experience as an alpha, independent of age, suggests that males benefit from social or behavioural changes associated with holding the alpha role. These could include increased stability of social alliances which may improve coordination and success in mate attraction [45], increased skill in the performance of coordinated courtship displays [46], accumulated experience (years of alpha tenure) with negative effects of senescence in fecundity for males beyond their eighth year after hatching. Together, these results indicate that individual ontogeny is the primary factor explaining the population-level relationship between breeding tenure and LRS, and highlight the independent effects of age and breeding experience on reproductive success in this system.

Improvement in individual reproductive performance over time is ubiquitous in long-lived animals [7,11,33–36], and senescence in wild populations is likewise well-established [37]. However, relatively few studies have been able to separate the influences of age and breeding experience on reproductive success, as these variables are highly correlated in most systems. In social species, experience in a social role may include increased skill or improvements in the quality of social alliances that could partially or wholly counteract the negative effects of senescence on individual reproductive output. This predicts an antagonistic relationship between the effects of age and experience on reproductive success at advanced ages. To date, studies which examined both age and experience revealed similar positive effects on reproductive success [11,33], or a negative effect of experience but not age in older age categories [38]. Results from this study instead suggest that increases in reproductive success associated with alpha tenure (experience) may partially offset declines in individual reproductive success associated with age. A balance of positive effects from alpha experience and negative effects from senescence probably influence the benefits and timing of delayed breeding, which is an important component of this mating system. This study quantified fitness as LRS, but incorporating information on individual reproductive rate relative to the population growth rate (e.g. a Fisherian definition of fitness [39]) will provide a more complete picture of selection on the timing of reproduction.

Male age is often correlated with breeding success on leks [21], but most studies of lekking species have poor information on exact ages of lekking males and have instead compared male age categories (e.g. adult versus sub-adult), which precludes detection of age effects that continue past adulthood. The relative success of older males in lekking populations is generally ascribed to age-dependent social structuring among long-lived individuals that return to the same lek in multiple years [19,20]. While age-related success in dominance interactions very probably affects the success of male lance-tailed manakins in attaining alpha status, it seems unlikely to influence the patterns of success reported here among established alphas because alpha males rarely interact with each other and are generally site-faithful throughout their alpha tenures [24].

What is the mechanism by which age and alpha experience influence siring success? Reproductive improvements observed within individuals are most pronounced after the first or second year as a breeder, as reported here for lance-tailed manakins. While poor first-year performance of breeders in many avian species generally results from inexperience in nesting or nestling provisioning [40], the poor performance of lance-tailed manakins in their initial alpha year occurs independent of nesting or chick-rearing behaviours.

Ontogenetic increases in siring success among alphas in this species are most probably achieved through mate choice interactions with females, changes in alliance dynamics among cooperative partners, or developmental changes in individual physiology. The models presented here suggest that the different effects of age and of tenure on reproductive success are additive in nature, and therefore cannot be acting through identical aspects of the events leading to fertilizations (e.g. male display performance cannot simultaneously improve with experience while declining with age). Increased success associated with male age independent of breeding experience could result from intrinsic factors such as physiological development [13] or via female preference for older males [41,42]. Senescence in siring success may result from decreased ability of older males to attract mates, perform vigorous displays or defend against social challenges from younger males. Recent evidence of age-related declines in avian sperm quality suggests that declines in siring success may reflect decreased fertilization success rather than decreased success in attracting females [43,44]. Behavioural differences between alphas of different age categories may provide further insight into the causes of observed fecundity senescence.

By contrast, increased success associated with experience as an alpha, independent of age, suggests that males benefit from social or behavioural changes associated with holding the alpha role. These could include increased stability of social alliances which may improve coordination and success in mate attraction [45], increased skill in the performance of coordinated courtship displays [46],
improved responsiveness to female cues of receptivity [47], or increased familiarity with or preference for males with long-established alpha tenures by mate-searching females. Non-independent mate preferences by females could also drive an effect of tenure on reproductive success if older females prefer familiar males and younger females copy their mate choice.

Senescence in annual siring success among old alphas raises the question of why males do not recruit into the alpha role at younger ages. The effects of fecundity senescence in lance-tailed manakins began to influence expected reproductive output at approximately the median age of becoming alpha, and 60 per cent of males held alpha positions beyond this age. Though a long alpha tenure was a critical component of male LRS, early ascent to alpha status did not guarantee long tenure. Furthermore, males did not experience clear trade-offs in timing of attaining alpha status and duration of alpha tenure: males that became alphas early did not differ in length of alpha tenure compared with those that became alpha later in life. Factors that influence the considerable variation in longevity and in the duration of alpha tenure are currently unknown.

Senescence in performance may include components of decline in both survival and fecundity. This study has focused primarily on fecundity senescence, which has received comparatively little attention [37]. While an in-depth analysis of survival across males’ lifetimes is necessary to assess the influence of mortality senescence on reproductive decisions, I found no relationship of survival with the following breeding season (i.e. the term indicating final year as alpha) with individual age in alphas, providing preliminary evidence that males senesce in fecundity but not in mortality rate during alpha tenure.

Importantly, these results highlight the need to consider heterogeneity in age and experience when investigating reproductive success in relation to male phenotype [41]. When breeders present in any one year include individuals of widely varied ages and levels of breeding experience, substantial ontogenetic variation in reproductive success among males has the potential to overwhelm variation in individual success owing to other causes. Analyses that seek to investigate the phenotypic correlates of fitness must therefore consider the influence of heterogeneity in individual age and breeding experience on annual measures of success, but such heterogeneity is often neglected.

While this study has considered years of alpha tenure as a measure of ‘experience,’ male lance-tailed manakins may also gain display experience prior to attaining an alpha position. Subordinate beta males frequently form alliances with alpha individuals and may participate in paired courtship displays for more than four years before attaining a breeding alpha position [24]. The influence of experience gained as a beta on reproductive performance as an alpha remains to be determined. Long beta tenures may compensate for lack of alpha display experience, increasing rates of reproductive success once betas attain an alpha position. The role of individual variation in pathways to alpha status is a promising area for future research.
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